
Swamps, disease, and uncertain allies, these are some of the 
challenges facing British efforts to bring the four southern 
colonies—Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Virginia—back under His Majesty’s sway after almost four 
years of uninterrupted Continental control.
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ORDER OF APPEARANCE

W ell, here we are in a new year. 
We are looking forward to a 
full year of interesting gaming 

topics in ATO and I am certain our cus-
tomers will enjoy the products we will be 
putting out this year.

I ssue #29 takes us to the skies over Finland 
with J.D. Webster’s Buffalo Wings. There 
are 20 scenarios covering actions from 

both the Winter War and the Continuation 
War with the Russians. The rules are the new 
up-to-date introductory rules for JD’s Fighting 
Wings series and will hopefully show non-aerial 
enthusiasts this great aerial combat system. The 

game will have a 22" by 34" map, 
12 pages of rules and charts, data 
cards for the aircraft involved, 
plane turn information record 
sheet master and more than 139 
aircraft counters. There will also 
be some additional extras for the 
Paukenschlag game in this issue.

I ssue #30 moves us to Eastern 
Europe in the 16th and 17th 
centuries with Andy Nunez’s 

game The Lash of the Turk. The 
game covers the tenuous period 
in history when all of Christian 
Europe felt threatened by Sulei-
man the Magnificent, Turkey’s 
greatest sultan. Would Hungary 
be the next prize for the Otto-
man Turks? Would Vienna follow, 
and the dam of resistance collapse 
entirely? The Lash of the Turk 
features 176 ⁹⁄₁₆" size counters 
and a 22" by 34" map covering 
the area from Graz to Bucharest. 
Units in the game represent vari-
ous columns of infantry, artillery, 
and cavalry. The game rules stress 

ease of play, but give players lots 
of options, including river move-
ment and combat, siege rules, 
forage, and political turncoats. 
Four different scenarios let you 
juggle the strengths and weak-
nesses of the principle leaders for 
both sides, along with Austrian, 
Hungarian, Transylvanian, Tartar, 
Turk, Bavarian, Polish, and Fran-
conian troops, and appearances 
from other nationalities. You can 
decide the fate of Christendom 
with this game. Also included 
in this issue will be a small 8.5" 
by 11" map, 32-counter solitaire 
game about the First Crusade 
designed by Niel Zimmerer. 

M ake sure you check 
out our In the Pipeline 
section of at atomaga-

zine.com to see our current game 
proposals and vote on the ones 
you would like to see appear in a 
future issue of ATO.

enGaGe NOW ! !

1 the whiff of Grapeshot by the editor

23 and the data shows by ed heinsman 
What busied the empire while americans were throwing off their colonial masters?

27 on Guards by andy nunez
Who was banastre tarleton and what did he accomplish?

31 waGram by Frédéric bey
200 years later, a Frenchman looks at this sea change in the napoleonic era.

37 red stars aloft by J d Webster
 Pilot quality in the soviet air Force in WWii, in advance of next issue’s buffalo Wings.

40 nuristan-Bienphu by by ed erkes
ed takes us to afghanistan for some tense action.

43 simulation corner by John Prados 
a broad view of the afghanistan conflict.

tarleton’s Quarter by mike Joslyn 

4
lord cornwallis thought he had the perfect plan to 
subdue the american south, but he never reckoned 
with the personalities he had to deal with, 
including the brash banastre tarleton.

NExt ISSuE
Buffalo Wings is a stand-alone game of tactical air combat over Finland 
in WWII, and an expansion module for the Fighting Wings series (the series 
of WWII air combat games by J.D. Webster and Clash of Arms Games). 

The simplified version of the Fighting Wings rules in Buffalo Wings 
focuses only on flying and air-to-air combat, introducing players to 
the concept of 3D WWII aerial combat. However, the aircraft cards and 
scenarios are fully compatible with the rest of the series. Pit Brewsters, 
Hawks and other Finnish planes against a diverse sample of the 1939 
Soviet air force, from MiGs to Yaks and more, with a map inspired by aerial 
photography and ultra-detailed ½" counters, complete with insignia.

The air war over Finland was a true David and Goliath struggle where 
opponents battled each other—and the elements—for control of skies… 
Secure your copy today at www.atomagazine.com
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